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Hair has a great contribution to enhancing the appearance as well as looks of any individual. The
facets of hair which influence these elements take in their neatness, color, length and distribution.
These are in actual some of the components which differentiate individuals; a number of men have
darker hair in comparison to other people; others maintain short hair while some maintain long hair.

The procedure of growth of locks should be given to point of view previous to the other issues of
hair. In general, the cycle of hair growth varies from 2 to 3 years. This implies that at some particular
time, the hair of an individual is either budding or he is losing it. Amid these two phases of hair
growth a phase is evident that is well known as the resting phase. The portion of hair which is shed
off is more often than not reinstated by the new tresses. Nevertheless, the rate of loss of hair and
the replacement rate actually vary from individual to individual.

Hair fall affects both men and women

Hair loss has an effect on both the men as well as women. This problem triggering to loss of tresses
might be due to the inherited hair trouble. However other reasons are also there for such loss of hair
that may include reasons such as ailment or chemical disproportion in the human body. In fact age
too plays a vital role as a triggering factor to the hair loss procedure. Depending on reasons along
with other causes which are definite to the people, losing tresses is a procedure which may possibly
be reversed, for example proviso it is lost at teenage years might last some years previous to it
ultimately stops.

Who normally deal with the hair fall troubles?

This problem of hair loss may be dealt with by the medicinal practitioners recognized commonly as
the dermatologists. These dermatologists may assist in recognizing the underlying reasons of loss
of hair and thinning of hair which stems from supplementary causes other than the hereditary
reasons.

How do the dermatologists deal with such hair fall problem?

The dermatologists dealing with such troubles of hair loss do this simply by diagnosing in addition to
treating conditions which trigger to such inexplicable loss plus thinning of hair. They may, in
addition, carry out biopsies on the scalp of the individuals with the intention of delving further into
the probable reasons of such loss of hair.
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